BRIEF BIO

• BS IN BUSINESS FROM NORTHEASTERN

• CERTIFIED SCRUM MASTER, 15 YEARS IN IT & SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT.

• EAGLE SCOUT, CURRENTLY RUNNING MY FORMER TROOP AS SCOUTMASTER
ABOUT OVATION

• FOUNDED IN JULY 2011

• COMMUNICATION SKILLS TRAINING

• ALL TRAINERS ARE PROFESSIONAL ACTORS
ABOUT OVATION

• TOP CUSTOMERS:
  – Microsoft
  – Raymond James
  – Sunovion Pharmaceuticals
  – TIAA
  – Disney
FOUNDING TEAM

• ERIC BERGERON – CEO
  – Business management
  – Strategy
  – Finance

• KERRI GARBIS – PRESIDENT
  – Sales
  – Branding

• “MARC” – DIRECTOR OF TRAINING
  – Curriculum Development
  – Training Team Development
OPERATIONAL MODEL

• TACTICAL

• OPERATIONAL

• STRATEGIC
“MARC”

• TACTICAL
• UNABLE TO GROW
• UNABLE TO DELEGATE TO
• NOT AN ADDITIVE TO THE TEAM